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Introduction 

In the previous paper [8] a method') to calcula te the mod p cohomology of 

the m-fold symmetric product ®m(K) of a finite simplicial complex K was 

explained, and the method was practiced to calculate the cohomology group 

H*(®m(Sn); Zp) in 'stable' range. In the present paper it will be shown that 

the use of the method is also successful practically in the determination of the 

'entire' cohomology H*(®m(Sn); Zp). 

Throughout this paper, a prime p and a positive integer n are fixed. We 

assume always that n>1 if P=2. 

§ 1. Statement of the result 

We denote by SJ(p, u) the set of ali sequences 

l= (i,, ... 'it) 

satisfying the following conditions : 

(l;.::: 0) 

(1) Each ik is a positive integer-O or 1 mod 2(p-l), 

(2) ik>pik+r (1 <k<l), 

(3) pi,<CP-1)DnCl), 

(4) it=F1, 

where 

Dn(I) = n+i1 + ... +it. 

We refer to Dn(I) as the n-degree of l, and l=l(I) as the length of I. 

We define the free commutative Zp-algebra U(p, n) on JJ(p, n) to be the Zp

algebra which is generated by all elements lE JJ(p, n) subject to the relations 

l,]E JJ(p, n). 

The monomial of U(p, n) is an element which is not zero and is of type: 

II [~Cil = [P(l) ... re(C) 
1, 1 c ' l; E JJ(p, n) .2 ) 

i=l 

* The author is supported by the National Science Foundation through The Institute for Ad
vanced Study. 

1) This is different from the method due to Steenrod [10] which uses the Cartan's computation 
for the homology of Eilenberg-MacLane complex. 

2) For this to be not zero, it is necessary and sufficient that e(i)=O or 1 whenever PDn(I;) 
is odd. 
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The definition of n-degree is extended to any monomial B = fi JtCil : 
i=l 

c 

Dn(B) = ~ e(i) Dn(I;). 
i=l 

Define Uq(p, n) to be the submodule generated in the module JJ(p, n) by all 

monomials B such that Dn({}) =q. Then 

U(p, n) = ~ Uq(p, n) 
q 

becomes a graded algebra. 

REMARK. Let J20 (p, n) (resp. JJ,(p, n)) denote the totality of elements 

lE JJ(p, n) such that Dn(I) are even (resp. odd), and for any set X denote by 

P(X) (res p. E(X)) the polynomial (res p. exterior) algebra on X with coefficients 

in Zp. Then the algebra U(p, n) is isomorphic as graded algebra with the tensor 

product P(JJo(P, n)) ®E(SJ,(p, n)) if P>2 and with P(JJ(p, n)) if P=2. 

We shall next define another gradation in U(p, n), and make U(p, n) a 

bigraded algebra: 

U(p, n) = 2..: U~(p, n) . 
q,r 

This is done by assigning to each monimal B a positive integer Rp(fJ) defined 

as follows: 

Rp(fJ) = ~ e(i)p1CI;l, 
z=l 

c 
where B=Il ncn. Rp(B) is called the p-rank of B. Now U~(p, n) is the submodule 

l=1 

generated in the module U(p, n) by all monomials B such that Dn(B) =q and 

Rp(B) =r. We write 

Ur(P, r) = 2..: U~(p, n) . 
q 

It should be noticed that 2..: Ur(P, n) is an ideal in U(p, n) for any integer m. 
r>m 

For any complex K the Steenrod reduced power is denoted by 

Sqs: Hq(K; Zz) ~ HH 5 (K; Zz) (p = 2), 

ePS: Hq(K; Zp) ~HH2S(P-1l(K; Zp) CP>2)' 

and the Bockstein homomorphism by 

.1: Hq(K;Zp)~HH'(K;Zp). 

With H. Cartan [2] we define for each sequence I = (i,, i 2 , • • • , it) satisfying (lJ 

a homomorphism 

by 
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where Sti=Sqi if p=2, and =J•eps if i=2s(p-1)+e (e=O or 1) and P>2. If 

l(I) ='0, St1 denotes the identity. 

Suppose that there are given a complex K and a cohomology class y E Hn (K; 

Zp). We may then have a homomorphism of algebra Ty: U(p, n)~H*(K; Zp) 

such that 

(5) T (ii !~Ci)) ~ ii (Sti;y)ec;), 
y i=l i=l 

because of the anti-commutativity of the cohomology algebra H*(K; Zp). In 

the right side of (5), the product and the power are of course taken in the sense 

of the eup product. Ty is a homomorphism of graded algebra. 

Now the mod p cohomology structure of the m-fold symmetric product ®m(Sn) 

of an n-sphers sn is given as follows : 

MAIN THEOREM. Let u(m) E Hn(®m(Sn); Zp) =Zp be a generator. Then the 

homomorphism Tucm): U(p, n) ~ H*C®m(Sn); Zp) is onto, and its kernel is the 

ideal 2J Ur(P, n). 
r>m 

As a corollary we obtain the following which was proved in the previous 
paper [8]: 

CoROLLARY 1. Let q<n and ph<m<ph+t. Then a basis for the module 

HnH(®m(Sn); Zp) can be formed with all elements St1 (u(m)), where 1 satisfies 

l(I) <h, Dn(I) =n+q in addition to the conditions (1), (2) and (4). 

If we regard ®m-1 (Sn) as a subset of ®m(Sn) canonically, the sequence 

"* 
o~ H*C®mCSn), ®m-tCSn); Zp) Jm~ H*(®m(Sn); Zp) 

"* tm~ H*C®m-tCSn); Zp) ~ 0 

is exact, where i;i;,-1,m and j;i;,_1,m are the injection homomorphisms. (See [3], 

[7], [10].) Therefore the main theorem implies 

CoROLLARY 2. The cohomology algebra H*C®m(Sn), ®m_1 (Sn); Zp) is isomor

phic with UmCP, n) regarded as an algebra by giving trivial multiplicative structure. 

If we notice that Hmn-qC®m_1 (Sn); Zp) =0 for q<n. we have furthermore 

CüROLLARY 3. If q<n then the homomorphism Tucm) restricted to ur:;,n-q(p, n) 

is an isomorphism onto Hmn-qC®m(Sn); Zp). 

~ 2. Reduction of the main theorem 

In what follows we shall omit to write up the coefficient group Zp, and use 

H*(K), Hq(K) in places of H*(K; Zp), Hq(K; Zp) respectively. Since we take 

only Zp as coefficient group, no confusion will occur. 

Let K, L be complexes and f: L~Kbe a map. Consider the homomorphism 
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f*: H*(K)-~H*(L) induced by f. Then, as a direct consequence of the natu

rality of eup product and St1, we have 

(1) f*oTy = Tz with z = f*(y) 

for any y E H*(K). 

Proof of the first part of Main Theorem 

Recall first the following well-known facts: 

2.1. The infinite symmetric product <S=(Sn) of an n-sphere sn is the 

Eilenberg-MacLane complex :J(;(Z, n). (See [4], [5]) 

2. 2. The homomorphism Tuc=): U(p, n) ~ H*(:J(;(Z, n)) is onto3), where 

u( oo) E Hn(:JC(Z, n)) is the fundametal class. (See [2], [8]) 

2. 3. The homomorphism i~,=: ll*(r!S=(Sn))~ H*Cr!SmCSn)) induced by the 

natural inclusion im,=; r!SmCSn)cr!S=(Sn) is onto4 ). (See [8]) 

Let u(m)=i~,=(u(oo)). Then we have Tucm)=i~,= 0 Tuc=) byvirtueof (1) and 

2. 1. Therefore it follows from 2. 2 and 2. 3 that Tucm) is onto. However u(m) 

is a generator of Hn(®mCSn)). (See [8]) This completes the proof. 

Let ®m,p denote a p-Sylow subgroup of the symmetric group ®m of degree 

m, and ®m,pCSn) the orbit space over the m-fold cartesian product snxsnx ···x sn 

relative to ®m,p operating naturally on it. Let Pm: ®m,pCSn)~ ®m(Sn) be the 

natural projection, and put 

( 2) 

where p~: H*C®mCSn))----'>-H*C®m,p(Sn)) is the homomorphism induced by Pm· 

Denote by Ar the set of ali monomials 8 E UrCP, n). Ar is a basis for the 

module Ur(P, n). 

THEOREM 1. Tvcmi8)=0 if OEAr and r>m. The elements Tvcm)(8), 8EAm, 

are linearly independent. 

The second part of the main theorem will be obtained as a corollary of this 

theo rem which will be proved in § 7 after making many preliminaries. W e show 

here that Theorem 1 implies the second part of the main theorem. 

It follows from (1) and (2) that p~ o Tucm) ,= Tvcm). However, as is shown in 

[8], the homomorphism p;i; is a monomorphism. Therefore if we assume Theorem 

1 we have 

2.4. Tucm)(fJ)=O if BEAr and r>m. The elements Tucm)C8), 8EAm, are 

linearly independent. 

On the other band, the set of elements fJ E Ar, r ~ 0, is a basis for the module 
U(p, n), so that it is sufficient for our purpose to show 

3) It is known [2] that Tuc=) is also a monomorphism, but we do not need this fact. Rather 
that is a consequence of our final result. 

4) This is valid for any complex. 
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2. 5. TucmJ(8) =0 if 8 E Ar and r >m. The elements Tucm)C8), 8 E Ar with 

r<m, are linearly independent. 

Thus it remains to prove that 2. 4 implies 2. 5. To do this, we assume indue· 

tively that the elements Tncm-1)(8), 8 E A, with r< m-1, are linearly independent, 

and prove that an equation 

(3) 

yields ae=O for every 8. 

Consider the homomorphism i;i;,_1,m: H*Crbm(Sn))~H*Crbm-l(Sn)). Then 

i;i;,-l,m o Tucm) -= Tucm-1) in view of (1). Therefore if we apply to (3) the homo· 

morphism i;i;,_1,m and use the first part of 2. 4, we obtain 

2.j ao Tucm-1)(8) = 0. 
6EAr, r~m-1 

By the hypothesis of induction this implies a0 =0 for every 8EAr (r::Çm-1). 

Consequently (3) becomes 

so that a0 must be 0 for also every 8 E Am according to the second part of 2. 4. 

Th us we have a 0 = 0 for every 8 E Ar (r < m), and the proof is complete. 

To conclude this section, we remark that Theorem 1 is considered as a 

problem on the p-fold cyclic product. In fact, as is shown in [8], rsm,pCSn) is 

homomorphie with the product: 

h 
II (3;(sn))acr) 

r=O 

" if the p-adic expansion of m is 2.j a(r)pr, where the product and the power are 
Y=O 

of the cartesian product, and 3;(Sn) is the r-times iterated p-fold cyclic product 

of sn.<) W e shall use in full the results on the mod p cohomology of the p-fold 

cyclic product to prove Theorem 1. 

§ 3. Cohomology of cyclic products 

For convenience of the reader, we shall in this section recall from [6] the 

results on the mod p cohomology of the p-fold cyclic product 3p(K) of a complex. 

We assume that K is a connected finite simplicial complex. 

Let the homomorphisms rftt: Hq(KP)~HqC3p(K), bp(K)) and Em: Hq(K) 

-~HH"'(3pCK), bp(K)) (m>-1) denote the same as in [6], where KP is the 

p-fold cartesian product of K and bp(K) is the diagonal of 3p(K). These 

homomorphisms followed by the injection homomorphism j*: H*C3p(K), bp(K)) 

---?H*C3p(K)) will be denoted by 

rf;*: Hq(KP) ~ Hq(3p(K)) 
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and 

(m21) 

respectively. In the description of the cohomology H*C3p(K)) in terms of the 

cohomology H*(K), r/J* and (f)m are fundamental, as the properties 3.1-3. 5 below 

show. It is convenient for the present purpose to define 1/)m for m-=0 by 

1/)o(y) = -r/J*(yx 1 x ··· x 1) yEH*(K), 

where 1 is the unit cohomology class and x stands for the cross product. For 

the proof of 3.1-3. 5, see §~ 11-12 of [6]. 

3.1. Let {z;} be a basis for the module H*(K). Then H*C3p(K)) is the 

module having as generators all elements of types: 1, (f)m(z;) with 2<m< 

(p-1) dimz;, t:J>*(z;1X···Xz;p) where irt=ik for sorne j,k; and as relations the 

following: l/)1(zi)=O, r/J*Czi1Xz;2 X ··· XZip)=·(-1)q1cd-1lrp*(zi2 X ··· XZ;pXz;), where 
k 

qi=dimzi· and d= 2Jqi. 
J j=l 

3. 2. Sqs 0 1/)m = ~0 ( m-,; 1) 1/)m+k 0 SqS-k CP= 2) , 

I[)S !/) -!-1 (t+-r;-1) !/) {[)S-k 
\5 ° m = :S'o k zkC p-ll+m 0 \5 

CP>2, m=2t+-r; with -r;=O or 1), 

Jo 1/)m = ( -l)m 1/)m 0 J+(1+( -1)m)j2(f)m+1, 

where m?O and ( ) denotes the binomial coefficient. (See Appendix) 

3.3. SqsorjJ*(y1XYz) = t:J>*oSqs(y1XYz)+ iJ l/)koSqs-k(y1y2) 
k~1 

ePS 0 t:/>*(yl x ... Xyp) = r/J* 0 CP 8 (Yl x ... Xyp) 

+ iJ ( -1)k+l([)zkCp-ll 0 CPs-k(y1 · · · Yp) 
k~1 

CP>2), 

J 0 r/J* = rp* 0 J' 

where y, Yi E H*(K) and Y1Y2 ··· Yp denotes the eup product of y/s. 

3. 4. Let x, y, x;, Yi E H*(K) and l, m> 1. Then the eup products ([),(x) ·1/)mCv! 

and (f),(x)·rp·~cy1x ··· xyp) are trivial. 

3.5. Let (/i=dimy; and put d(i)=Cq1+ ··· +qp)(q1+ ··· +q;-1). 

Then we have 

r/J*(x1X ··· xxp)·r/J*(y1X ··· xyp) 
p 

= 2J (-1)dCiltj>*((x1X ··· XXp)·(y;X ··· XYi-1)). 
z=l 

3.6. (Theorem of Bott-Thom) Let yEHq(K), then t:J>*(yx ... xy) 

q=l 

= 2J 1/)q-k o Sqk(y) if p = 2, and 
k~O 

=a L.: ( -1)k([)cp-1Jcq-2 kJ o (pk( y) with 0=\=a E Zp if p >2. 
O~k<qj2 

3. 7. (Theorem of Wu) Let yEHq(K) and j>1, then (f)cp-1)q+iCY! 
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if p ~~ 2, and 

~ 2..: ( -1) k+l ([)cp-1Jcq-2 kJ+j- 2 o .d'a (9 11 (y) with e = 0 or 1 if p > 2, 
(k,E) 

where the sum is taken over all pairs (k, e) such that 1 <2k(p-1)+e<(p-1)q. 

§4. AuxiHary propositions on H*C3p(K)) 

We prove in this section sorne propositions on H*C3p(K)) which are needed 

later. The proofs will depend only on 3.1-3. 7. 

PROPOSITION 1. We may replace in 3.1 the generators by al! elements of type: 

1, ([)m(Z;) with 2.<::m<CP-1) dim <:;, cf'(<:;1 X ... XZ;pl with dimension>O. Here we 

assume H'CK) =0 if P=2. 

PROOF. Immediate from 3.1 and 3. 6. 

Given a submodule G of H*(K), denote by 0,G) the submodule generated 

in the module H*C3p(K)) by all elements ([)nz(Y) for which yEG and m?O. 

LEMMA 1. Assume that every element of a submodule G c H*(K) is of positive 

dimension, and let {x;} be a basis for G. Then a basis for the module (J)(G) can be 

formed with all elements ([)m(x;) for which 0 < m < ( p-1) dim Xi and m=l= 1. 

PROOF. For any element yEH*(K) and any !'2,0, (f)z(y) can be represented 

as a Iinear combination of elements with type (f)m(z), where z E H*(K), O<m~ 

(p-1) dim z and m=l=l. This is easily seen from the fact (f),-~0 and 3. 7 by 

induction on l- (p-1) dim y. Therefore the elements described in Lemma 1 

generate @~G). It is obvious from 3.1 that these are linearly independent. 

PROPOSITION 2. If :i_j e(i) ;::::2 then 
z=l 

c c 
Il (Stlio(f}o(y))ec;J =II ((f)ooSti;(y))"Cil 
2=l z=l 

for any y E H*(K) and any I;, where the product and the power are of the eup 

product. 

PROOF. Let (/)'(G) denote the submodule obtained if in the definition of 

(J)(G) the condition m~O is replaced by m>O. Then we have 

St1 o ([)0 (y)-([}0 oSt1 (y) c (J)'(H*(K)). 

In fact, this is obvious by 3. 2 if the length l(I) = 1. Sin ce 3. 2 implies also that 

(/)'(H*(K)) is closed under the operations Sti, the above assertion for general I 

is easily proved by induction on l(I). Therefore for each i we have 

St1 io(/)0 (y) = (j)ooSf1i(y)+wi, 

On the other hand 

by 3. 4. Thus we obtain the proposition. 

W;E(/)'(H*(K)). 
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Given integers e, r>O, we denote by nr(e) the set of ali sequences E=(e(l), 

···, e(r)) of non-negative integers whose sum is e. The set of ali elements 

E=(e(1), ... , e(r)) Enr(e) for which e(l)= ... =e(r) do not hold, will be denoted 

by n'6(e). Any two elements E, E' E n'b(e) are defined to be equivalent if and 

only if the one is obtained from the other by a cyclic permutation of terms. 

We shall denote by rr'b(e) an arbitrary but fixed system of representatives in n'b(e) 

for the set of the equivalence classes. Consequently n0(e)cn&(e)cnr(e). 

Given a sequence E=(e(l), ... , e(r)) of integers (r;>:2), we shall denote 

the polynomial coefficient by P(E)=P(e(l), ... , e(r)) (see Appendix for the de

finition). 

PROPOSITION 3. Let y E Hq(K) then the following formula holds for any e > 1 

if pq is even, and for e=l if pq is odd: 

(-(/)0 (y))" = 2j P(E)if;*(yeCllx ... xyecPl) 
Ji} 

+P(e/p-1, e/p, ... , e/p)if;*(ye;Px ... xf!P), 

where E= (e(l), .. · , e(p)) runs over ii{)(e ), and it is understood that the fast term is 

0 i'f e is not a multiple of p. 

PROOF. Since the assertion for odd pq is trivial, we assume pq is even, i.e. 

q is even if P>2 and is any if P=2. By 3.5 and the 'polynomial theorem' we 

have 

(-(J)o(y))" = (if;*(yxlx ···xl))" 

= if;*((yxlx ... xl)(yxlx oo•l+ ... +lx1x ... xy)e-!) 

= if;*((yx1x ... x1)(2jP(I)yiCllx ... xyiCPl) 
I 

= 2j P(I) if;*(yiClHlx ... xyiCPl) 
I 

where l=(i(l), ... , i(p)) runs over nP(e-1). Since P(I)=P(i(l), ... , i(p))=O if 

sorne i(k) < 0 (cf. Appendix), the above expression is equal to 

2j P(k(l) -1, k(2), ... , k(p) )if;*(ykCll xykC2) x ... xykcPl) 
K 

+P(ejp-1, e/p, ... , ejp)if;*(ye!Pxye!Px ... xye!P) 

where K=(k(1), ... , k(p)) runs over n{)(e). However, by the relation in 3.1 and 

Lemma 1 in Appendix, the sum :E is equal to 
K 

p 

2:: 2j P(e(l), ··· , e(z') -1, .. · , e(p) )if;*(y8 C1l x ... xyecPl) 
JfJ i=l 

= 2j P(E) if;*(yecilx ... XyecPl) 
Ji} 

where E= (e(l), .. · , e(p)) runs over i!g(e ). This completes the proof. 

PROPOSITION 4. Let y;EHq;(K), and assume thal e(i)=I if pq; is odd. Then 

for c>2 we have 
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ii (ifJ0(y;) yen 
i=l 

= Li ( ± ii P(E;)) ifJ*( (ii y~Ci,ll) x ... x (ir y~Ci,Pl)) 
i=l i=l i=l 

where the sum is taken over al! sequences (El> .. · , Ec) su ch that E1 = (e(1, 1), ... , 

e(l, p)) E i!i)(e(1)) and E; = (e(i, 1), .. · , e(i, p)) E ni)(e(i)) for i = 2, .. · , c. 

PROOF. Let x;, xEH*(K), and assume that p(dimx) is even. Then 3.5 

implies 

c/J*Cx1x ... xxp)·ifJ*(xx ... xx) 

-= ifJ*CCx1x ... xxp)·p(xx ... xx)) 

=o. 
In view of this fact, it follows from Proposition 3 that 

li ((f)o(y;) )"Cil 
i=l 

c 
=II ((-1)ecn Lj P(E;)ifJ*(y1Ci,llx ... xy~Ci,Pl)) 

i=l Ei 

c c 
= ± Lj (II P(E;))( II ifJ*(y1Ci,1lx ... xy1Ci,Pl)) 

i=l t=l 

where the sum is taken over ali sequences (E1 , ... , Ec) such that E; E iri)(e(i)) 

for i = 1, · · · , c. Now the proposition follows from 3. 5 and the -definitions of 

ni)(e(i) and iriî(e(i) ). 

§ 5. The submodule Ho*C:S;csn)) 

For any integer r>1, write 

Denote by en a fixed generator of Hncsn). Given M= (mh ... , mr) E nr, we shall 

define an element [M]=[m1 , ... , mr]EH*C3;csn)) by 

where (f)m;: H*C3;~;csn))~H*(3p(3;~;csn)))=H*(3;~;+1(Sn)) is the homo

morphism defined in §3. The dimension of [M] is DnCM)=n+m1+ ... +mr. 

The following lemma is a direct consequence of 3. 1. 

LEMMA 2. Hq(3;csn)) =0 for O<q<n, and Hn(3;csn)) is a cyclic group of 

arder P generated by [Or]= [0, 0, .. · , 0]. 

Define H0*(3;(Sn)) to be the submodule generated in the module H*C:S;csn)) 

by ali elements [M] for which ME nr. The purpose of this section is to study 

the structure of the module Ho*(3;(sn)). 

Let BG denote a set consisting of ali elements [ml> · · · , mr] E H*C3;csn)) such 

that 

(k=1,2, .. ·,r). 
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Then we have 

PROPOSITION 5. Set BS is a basis for the module Htc:B;csn)). 

PRooF. Using the notation in ~4, Ht(3J',(Sn))=t1!(Htc:B;-1(Sn)). Therefore 

the proposition follows from Lemma 1 by induction on r. 

Order the set nr by the lexicographie order from the left, i.e. for any two 

elements M= (m, ... , mr), N= (n1, ···, nr) E nr, write M<N if and only if m1 =n1, 

... , mk_1=nk-1 and mk<nk for sorne k. 

LEMMA 3. Let NE nr and let 

[N] = Lj aM[M], aME Zp, [M JE B6. 
j}L 

Then aMocf= 0 implies M < N. 

PROOF. Since the lemma is trivial if r=1, we proceed by induction on r. 

Let N=(n1 , ···, nr) and put N'=(n2 , ... , nr). Then 

[N'] = Lj h[L], 
L 

Applying (f)n 1 to this equation, we have [N]= LjbL(f)nJL]. Let 
L 

(f)n 1 [L] = Lj CL M[M], 
11'1 ' 

Then we obtain LJ aM[M]= :8 :S heL M[M], bence aM= :8 heL M. Therefore 
JJ:f LJ'r1: ' L ' 

if aMocf=O then there is an element L such that bLo=fcO and cL,Mo=fcO. Take such 

an Land put L=(lz, ... , lr). 

Case 1: n1 < (p-1)Dn(L). 

Since (f)nJL]=[n, lz, ... , l,]EB, CL,MocFÜ implies M=(n, lz, ... , lr). Since ho=FO 
we have L<N' by the hypothesis of induction. Therefore Mc=(n1, l 2 , ... , lr) < 
Cn1, nz, ... , nt)=N. 

Case 2: n1> (p-1)Dn(L). 

Since DnCN)=DnCM), DnCN')=DnCL) and Dn(N)=n1+Dn(N'), we have DnCM)= 

n1-1-DnCL). On the other hand pml<(p-1)Dn(M) because of [M]EB6. There

fore we obtain Pm1 < (p-1)(n1+ Dn(L)) = (p-1)n1-l- CP-1)Dn(L) <Pn1 , bence 

m1 <n1 • This shows M<N, and completes the proof. 

The following formulas can be obtained from 3. 2 by induction on r. The 

calculations are straightforward, and are left to the reader. 

5.1. Sq5 [mu ... , mr] 

= ~ (m~~ 1 ) ... (m~~ 1 )[m1+s1, ... , mr+sr] (p = 2)' 

CPs[m1, ···, mr] 

= LJ (tl-1-IJJ-1) ... (tr+~r- 1 )[m1 +2s1 (P-1), ... , mr-1-2sr(P-1)] 
s S1 Sr 

CP>2), 
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.d[ml, 000' mr] 

= :ij (( -1)mc;-1)+ ( -1)mCi))/2[ml, ... 'm;+ 1, ... 'mr]' 
z=l 

where S=(s1 , ···,sr) runs over the set rcr(s), m;=2t;+r;; with r;;=O or 1, and 

m(i) =m1 + ··· +m;. 

A direct consequence is : 

5.2. St1[M]EHo*C.3t(Sn)) for MErcr. 

A sequence I = (i1 , •• · , it) satisfying the conditions (1) and (2) in § 1 is 

called to be admissible. 

PROPOSITION 6. Let I be an admissible sequence su ch that l(I) > r. Then we 

have St1 [0r]=O. 

PROOF. Let I~(i1 , ···, i 1) and put d=i1+ ··· +i1 • 

Case 1: d<n. 

The proposition is Theorem 3 of [8]. 

Case 2: d>n. 

Take an integer n' such that d<n'. For any ME rer define [M]' E H*(.3$(Sn')) 

as the anal ogy of the element [M] E H*c:B~(Sn) ), and Bbr the analogy of B6. 

Then all the elements [M]'=[m1 , ···, mrJ' such that m1+ ··· +mr=d and m;=F1 

for each i are contained in Bbr because m1+ ··· +mr<n' implies pm;<CP-1)(n'+ 

m;+ ··· +mr) for each i. Therefore there is a homomorphism o~',n: H3'+d(:8~(sn')) 

_____,. H~+d(.3;i(Sn)) su ch that 

0~1,n([M]') = [M] for ME rer. 

It follows from 5. 1 that 

cr~',n o St1 [ Or]' = St1[ Or] . 

However by the fact in Case 1 we have St1[0rJ'=O. These prove St1[0r]=O and 

we complete the proof. 

Since it is easily seen that pik< (p-1)(n+ik+ ···+ir) is equivalent with 

(ik-pik+l)+ ··· +Cir-l-pir)+ir<CP-1)n, the definition of J2(p, n) implies 

5.3. If l=Cil,···,ir)EJ2(p,n), then pik<CP-1)(n+ik···+ir) for any k; 

hence IEB6. 

LEM MA 4. Let I be an admissible sequence with l(I) = r, and 

(See 5. 2) Then aM=i-=0 implies M<I; if lE J2(p, n) then ar=[= O. (See 5. 3) 

PROOF. W e re tain the usage of the notations in the proof of the above 

proposition. 
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Case 1: d<n. 

The lemma is Proposition 8 of [8]. 

Case 2: d>n. 

Take an integer n' such that d<n', and let 

Applying o~',n to this equation, we obtain 

so that 

Let 

[N] = 2.J CN,M[M], 
JJJ.. 

Then aM= 2.j bN en m· Therefore if aM9==0, there is an [N'] E B&r such that bN9==0 
N ' 

and CN,M9==0. Take such an N, then bN9==0 implies N<I in view of the result 

in Case 1, and CN,M9==0 implies M<N in view of Lemma 3. This proves M<I 

Assume /E JJ(p, n). Then [I JE B6 by 5. 3, and rù~ 2.J bNCN r. Therefore the 
N ' 

above arguments show that ar=br. However br9==0 by the fact in Case 1, so 

that ar9== O. Thus the proof has been finished. 

Denote by B61 (res p. BGz) the set of ali M = (m1 , · .. , mr) E Bii su ch that 

Pm1 <CP-1)DnCM) (resp. Pm1 ~ (p-1)Dn(M) ). 

LEMMA 5. Let M=Cm1, ... , mr) EB6z and put M'=Cmz, ... , mr). Then M'EB'ô-1 

and 

[M] = M*([M']) x .. · x [M'])- 2.j aN[N], 
N 

where 09==J3EZp, aNEZp, [N]EB!i1 and N<M. 

PROOF. It is clear that M' E B'ô-1• Pùt q=,dim [M']=DnCM'). Then it follows 

from 3. 6 that 

çO*([M'] x .. · x [M']) 
P-1 

~ U>q[M']+ 2.J !Pq-koSqk[M'] CP=2), 
k~l 

= œ(U>cp-Oq[M']+ 2.j ( -1)k@cp-0Cq-zk) 0 (pk[M']) 
l:;;;,k<q/2 

with Oo=J=:œEZp CP>2). 

Since (p-1)q~(p-1)DnCM')=m1 , this implies 

P-1 
[M] = p*([M'] x [M'])- 2..j U>q-k o Sqk[M'] (P=2) 

k~l 

= œ-1 p*([M']x ... x[M'])- Li (-1)k1Pcp-l)Cq-zk)o(pk[J\..f'_.~ 
1:;;;, k<qj2 

CP>2). 
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In view of 5. 2, Sqk[M'] and (Pk[M'] are in Ho*C:S;-1(Sn)), so that they may be 

written as 2J bk L[L] for which bk LE Zp and [L] E Bij-1• Put 
L ' ' 

[Nk,L] = @q-k[L] for 1 < k<q CP= 2) , 

= @cp-1)Cq-2kJ[L] for 1<k<q/2 CP>2). 
Then we have 

q-1 

[M] = ifJ* ([']x [M']) - Lj ~ bk L[Nk L] 
k=l L ' ' 

(p=2) 

CP>2). 

Since it is easily seen that [Nk,L] E B61 and Nk,L <M, this completes the proof. 

Denote by Bii2 the set of ali elements ifJ*([M'] x ·· · x [M']) for which M' E Bii-\ 
and put Bii=Bii1 U Biib. Since B&=Bii1 U Bii2 is a basis for the module Ho*C:SJ.CSn):1 

by Proposition 5, Lemma 5 yields 

PROPOSITION 7. Set Bij is a basis for the module HffC:Sp(Sn) ). 

From with Lemmas 4 and 5 we get easily 

PROPOSITION 8. Let I be an admissible sequence with l(I) =r, and represent 

St1 [ Or] in terms of the ba sis Bii: 

Then bN=FO imp!ies N<I, and if IEJJ(p,n) we have b1=FO. (Note that [l]EB61 

by 5.3 if /EJJ(p, n)). 

RE MARK. If we regard an admissible sequence I = (i1 , • · · , iz) with l < r as 

an element (i1 , • · • , iz, 0, · · · , 0) E nr, th en the assumption l(I) = r may be weaken 

in Lemma 4, and hence in Proposition 8, to l(I) < r. (See Proposition 8 of [8].) 

§6. Poof of Theorem 1 for m=pr 

As is stated at the end of § 2 the space €>pr,p(Sn) is homeomorphic with 

:S;csn), and we know by Lemma 2 that HnC:S;(Sn)) is generated by [Or]. There

fore we may regard v(pr)~[Or] in the proof of Theorem 1. 

To simplify the notation, we shall write Tr for Tcor): U(p, n)~H*C:S;(Sn)). 

THEOREM 2 (the first part of Theorem 1 for m=Pr). lf fJ is a monomial of 

U(p,n) such that Rp(fJ)>pr, then Tr(fJ)=O. 

PROOF. We do this by induction on r. Let fJ= fr I;ci). 
i=l 

Case 1 : ij e(i) = 1 . 
i=l 

In this case fJ=/E JJ(p, n) and lCI)>r. Therefore Tr(fJ)=St1[0r]~oO follows 

from Proposition 6. 

Case 2: ;E e(i) ~2. 
i=l 

It follows from Proposition 2 that 
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c c 
Tr(fJ) = Tr( II ncn) = II (St1;[0r])•Ci) 

t=l t=l 

= fi (St1; o IP0[0r-1])•Ci) ~ fr (!Poo St1;[0r_1 ])•Ci). 
t=l :=1 

By Propositions 3 and 4, this can be expressed as a linear combination of elements 

with type: 

c c 
(1) r/J*( II (St1 ;[0r-1]•U,l)x ··· x II (St1;[0r-1])"Ci,P)) 

~=1 z=l 

c c 
= r/J*( Tr-1 ( II nu,1)) x .. · x Tr-1 ( II 1~ci,P))) 

t=l i=l 

p 

where :E e(i, k) =e(i) for i = 1, ... , c. It follows that each element (1) has ko 
k~l 

such that 

~ e(i, ko) plCI;) > pr-1. 
t=l 

c 

In fact otherwise we should have Rp(B) = 2_j e(i)p1CI;) <pr which contradicts with 
t=l 

our assumption. Hence the hypothesis of induction implies 

Tr-1 (if 1iCi,ko)) = 0 
z=I 

so that each element (1) is zero. Thus we have Tr(fJ) =0, and complete the proof. 

LEMMA 6. Assume that ~ e(i)p1CI;)=pr and i_j e(i) >2. Then we have 
t=l t=l 

c 
( 2 ) Tr( II 1~Ci)) 

i=I 

if c= 1, 

= LJ ( ± fi P(E;)) r/J*( Tr-1 ( iJ 1rCi,l)) x · .. x Tr_1 ( fr 1~ci,P))) 
z=l z=l i=l 

if c>2, 

where O=Fa E Zp, and the sum runs through all sequences (E11 ... , Ec) such that 

E1 = (e(1, 1), ... , e(l, p)) E rrl;(e (1)), E; = (e (i, 1), ... , e (i, p)) E nb(e(i)) (2 < i <p) 

and fje(i,k)p 1C;)=pr-l (l<k<p). 
i=l 

PROOF. Case: c = 1 

Put 1~11 and e=e(1). Since e>2 we have 

in view of Proposition 2. Therefore it follows from Proposition 3 and Theorem 

2 that 

(-1)eTr(J•) = LJP(E)r/J*(Tr-l(J•l)X ... XTr-/f"P)) 
l!! 

+P(e/p-1, ejp, ... , e/p)ifJ*(Tr-/f"IP) x ... x Tr-/f"IP)) 

where the sum runs through ali elements E= (e1 , .. • , e p) E rrti(e) su ch that 

for k=1, ... ,p. 
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p 

However 2..: e kptw = ep1W = pr, so th at each e kp1W must be pr-1• Therefore e1 = · · · 
k=l 

=ep. This shows that ~=0. On the other band, since 2<e=pr-tm, if we put 
FI 

q=r-l(I) -1, then q>O and 

P~ejp-1, ejp, ···, ejp) = P\pq-1,pq, ··· ,pq). 

Therefore by virtue of Lemma 2 in Appendix P(ejp-1, e/p, ···, e/p)$0 modp. 

Thus we obtain the desired result. 

Case 2 : c 2: 2 . 

The proof is similar as above if Proposition 4 is used instead of Proposition 3 

and is left to the reader. 

THEOREM 3 (the second part of Theorem 1 for m=pr). The elements TrCf}), 

fJ E Apr, are linearly independent. 

PROOF. Since the theorem for r=O is trivial, we proceed by induction on r. 

Let {]1 , ···,fa-} be the totality of elements of Q(p, n) having length r. We 

assume ]1 <···<fa-· Regarding ls as an element of Apr, we write 

Q~ = Apr- Us+1> ···'Jo-} • 

Sin ce Q~ =A pr, Theorem 3 is established by proving the following 6. 1 and 6. 2. 

6.1. The elements Tr(fl), fJ E Qli, are linearly independent. 

6. 2. If the elements Tr(fJ), fJ E Q~-1 , are linearly independent, then so are 

Tr(fJ), (} E Q~. 

(PROOF of 6. 1.) Let fJ = II J~CiJ E Q0• Then ~ e(i)p1Cl;J=pr and ~ e(i)2:2, 
z=l t=l i=l 

so that Tr(fJ) is equal to (2) in Lemma 6. Therefore if we denote by H{C:S;csn)) 
the submodule generated in the module H*U3;csn)) by ali elements of type: 

(3.) (}~ E Apr-I, 

then it follows that 

(4) if (} E QF,. 

Let sr be a basis for HN:S~csn)) whose elements are of type (3). We shall now 

prove that (2) gives the representation of TrCB) in terms of the basis Bf. 

Sin ce the elements Tr-1 (fJ'), fJ' E Apr-I, are lin earl y independent by the 
hypothesis of induction, it follows from Proposition t"J that for every sequence 

(flL ···, /1f,) of elements of Apr-1 there is determined uniquely c~1 or -1 such 

that cr/J*( Tr-I (11~) x · · · x Tr- 1 (fJ~-I)) E Bf. Therefore the above assertion follows 

from that if (E, ·· ·, Ec)ccp(Ei, · · ·, E~) then if;*( Tr-I (II J(Ci,IJ) X · ·· X Tr-1 ( Ù J(Ci,PJ)) 
z=l t=l 

oc'fer/J*(Tr-I(ll nCi,IJ)x ···x Tr-ICll f1Ci,Pl)). This is proved as follows: Assume 
i=l i=l 

5) Here the assumption that n>l if P=2 is needed. 
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otherwise, then according to 3.1 we have Tr-1 (II J(Ci,k)) = Tr-1 (if J~Ci,kH)) for 
i=l i=l 

sorne q CO<q<p) and any k Cl <k<p), where e(i, k+q) means e(i, k+q-p) if 

k+q>p. By the hypothesis of induction, this shows that e'(i,k)=~e(i,k+q) for 

l<i<c and l<k<p. Therefore E1 and Ef are equivalent. However E1, EfE 

n-g(e(l)), so that E1 = Ef. Consequently we have q = 0, bence CE1, ···, Ec) ~

CEL .. · , ED which contradicts with the assumption. 

In view of Lemma 4 in Appendix it follows that in the representation (2) 

of Tr(O) there is at least one element of Br having non-zero coefficient. Further

more it is readily seen that if O=tc1f then the elements of Br arising with non-zero 

coefficients in the representations (2) of Tr(O) and Tr(O) are entirely different. 

These show that Tr(O), (} E Qli, are linearly independent. 

(Proof of 6. 2.) We shall first make sorne preliminaries. Denote by 

Ht/C3;-1(S")) the subalgebra generated in the algebra H*(3;-1 (S")) by the unit 

cohomology class 1 and all elements of BG-1, and take a basis 13'6-1 for the module 

Ht/(3;-1 (S")) su ch that 13'6-1 :=J Bb-1• Then it follows from Proposition 5 that the 

product of elements of H;t(3;-1 (S")) is in Hrf(3j.-1 (S")). Since Tr-1(1) ~ 

St1[0r-1] E Htf(3j;-1 (S")) by 5. 2, we have that 

( 5) 

for any monomial B' E U(p, n). We shall next define Hf(3J;(S")) (resp. H:f(3;(S"))) 

as the submodule generated in the module H*C3J;(S")) by ail elements of the 

following type (6) (resp. (7)). 

(6) ifJmCz) for which zE13'6-1 and 2<m<CP-1) dimz, 

(7) ifJ*(z1X· .. Xzp) forwhich z;E13&-1 and dim(z1 X .. ·Xzp)>O. 

Using (5), compare (3) and (7). Then it follows that Htc:8J;(S")) ~ H:f(3j;(S") ). 

Therefore (4) implies 

(8) OE QG. 

According to Proposition 1 and the fact B'G-1 c 13'6-1, a basis B4 for the module 

Htc:8ZCS"))=Ht'c:8;(S"))+H:f(3J,(S")) can be taken as follows: 

(9) B'6 c B4 5) 

and 

(10) 

where m is the set of all elements of type (6). Since Ji E SJ(p, n), the following 

(11) is obvions from the definitions. 

(11) (1 <i~o). 

Since B'6-1C13'6-1, Proposition 7 implies Htc:8J;(S"))cHtc:8[,(S")). Therefore we 

have 
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(12) (1~i<a). 

W e shall now proceed to the proof of 6. 2, and show that an equation 

(13) 

implies ae=O for every fJ and (3;=0 for every i. 

In view of (8) and (12) we have 

(14) 

s 
~ {3;Tr(];) E HtC:S;csn)). 
i=l 

Therefore we shall let R1 (resp. R2) to be the representation of ~ a6 Tr(8) 
e 

(res p. ~ {3; TrCJ;)) in terms of the basis sr. According to (10) and (11), [J.J 
i=l 

is an element of sr. We shall calculate the coefficients of []s] in R1 and R2 • 

It follows from (11) and (14) immediately that the coefficient of Us] in R1 is O. 

Proposition 8 shows that Tr[];] is a linear combination of elements of B~: 

Tr[J;] = ~ b~[N]+ 2.j b,{,f'<ft*([M']x ... x[M']), 
.N M' 

bfv, bk' E Zp. Here bfv=O if N>]; and b};=FO. Owing to (9) the above expres· 

sion may be regarded as the representation in terms of the basis sr. Therefore 

it follows that the coefficient of [!s] in R2 is i3sbj . Thus the representation 
s 

R1 + R2 of the left side of (13) in terms of the basis sr has i3sbj as the coefficient 
s 

of Us], so that we have f3sbj =0. Since bj =t~ 0 this implies i3s=O. Now (12) 
s s 

be co mes 
S-1 

~ ae Tr(fJ) + 2J (3; Tr(];) = 0. 
(J i=l 

Since the left side of this equation belongs to Q~-1, we have a6=0 for every 

8 E Q1i and {31 = 0 for every 1 < i < s -1 by the hypothesis of induction. This 

completes the proof of 6. 2, hence that of Theorem 3. 

§ 7. Pro of of Theorem 1 

h 

If m= r~ a(r)pr is the p-adic expansion of m, we may identify ®m,p(Sn) with 

the product 

sn x ··· x sn x 3~(Sn) x ··· x 3}(Sn) x ··· x 3J~(Sn) x ··· x 3~(Sn) 

a(O) a(1) a(h) 

especially ® pr,p (Sn) with 3;(sn). (See the final part of § 2) For each pair (r, j) 

of integers such that O<r<h and 1 <j~a(r), define maps Ç~: ®pr,p(Sn)~ 

®mC Sn) and 7J}: ®m(Sn) ~ ®pr,p(Sn) to be the injection and the projection 

respectively to the (a0+ ··· +ar-1 + j)-th factor. Then it is obvions that Çj* o 7J~*= 
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the identy if (r, j) =Ct, k) and ~,0 otherwise, and that the commutativity holds 

in the diagram : 

1'6pr,p(Sn) -S 1'6m,p(Sn) 

lPpr . lPm 
Zpr 

1'6pr(Sn) -~ 1'6mCSn) . 

Furthermore it follows from Lemma 2 and Künneth formula that the module 

Hn(rsm,p(Sn)) is generated by ali elements nj*([Or]), so that the element v(m) 
h a(r) 

can be expressed as a linear combination :.8 2..j œj~j*([Or]). Now we have 
r=O j=l 

and 

~j*(v(m)) = ~~*opm(u(m)) = p't,roiT,r,m(u(m)) 

= pf,r(u(pr)) , 

Consequently .of><uCpr))=œ}[Or]. This shows œj$0 mod p, because pT,r is a 

monomorphism. Thus we have proved that 
h a[r) 

v(m)=2..j ;8œjnj*([Or]) with O=FœjEZp for every pair (r,j). 
r=O j=l 

" Proof of Theorem 1. Let 8 =II J~Cil be a monomial of U(p, n). Then it 
i=l 

follows from the above fact by a straightforward calculation that 

" (1) TvcmJ(fJ) = TvcmJC II JtCil) 
z=l 

c " 
,= 2..j Q(E,, ... , Ec) ( To( II JfCidl) x ... x To( II nu,acoJJ) 

i=l i=l 

" " x T,( II J~Ci,a(OJ+ll) x ... x Th( II nu,aCO)+···+achl)), 
i=l i=l 

" where Q(E,, ···, Ec)=œ(E,, ···, Ec) II P(E;) with O=Fœ(E1 , ···, Ec) E Zp, and the 
i=l 

sum runs through ali sequences (E1 , ···, Ec) such that E;=(e(i, 1), ···, e(i,a)) E 

n:a(e(i)) for 1:Si<c (a=a(O)+ ··· +a(h)). Owing to Theorem 2 we may assume 

in (1) that 
c 

2..j e(i, j)plCI;l < pr 
z=l 

for a(O)+ ··· +a(r-1)<j<a(0)+ ··· +a(r) and O<r<h. Therefore in order to 

TvcmJ(fJ)=FO we must have 

Rp(8) = ~ e(i)pZCI;l = ~ ~ e(i, j)plCI;l 
t=l t=l J =1 

" < ~ a(r)pr =m. 
Y=O 

This proves the first part of Theorem 1. 

It follows from Theorem 3 and Künneth formula that a basis for the module 
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H*(§m,pCSn)) can be formed with a set Cm containing ali elements of type: 

ToCfJ1) x ··· x To(fJacoJ) x T1CfJacol+!) x ... x Tl(fJacol+aco) 

X "' X Th(fJa(OJ+ .. ·+aCh-ll+!) X "' X Th(fJa(OJ+ .. ·+a(h)) 

where fJjEApr if ao+ .. ·+ar-l<j<ao+ .. ·+ar, (O<r<h). Let fJ be a monomial 

with Rp(fJ) =m, and consider again (1). Then the above arguments show that 

we may assume 
e 
2j e(i, j)plCl ;l = pr 
i=l 

for a(O)+ .. ·+a(r-1)<j<a(O)+ .. ·+a(r) and O<r<h. Therefore (1) is re

garded as the representation of TvcmJ(fJ) in terms of the basis Cm. According 

to Lemma 5 in Appendix, it follows that in the representation (1) there is at 

least one element of the basis Cm having non-zero coefficient. Furthermore it is 

easily seen that if fJ, 0 E Am are different, then the elements of Cm arising with 

non-zero coefficients in the representations (1) of TvcmJCfJ) and TvcmJ(1f) are 

entirely different. These show that the elements TvcmJ(fJ), fJ E Bm, are linearly 

independent, and complete the proof of the second part of Theorem 1. 

Appendix 

We give in this appendix proofs of the arithmetical lemmas used in §B4, 6 

and 7. 

For any integers i and j we define the binomial coefficient by 

( ~)=i(i-1) .. ·(i-j+1) if j>O, 
J j! 

=1ifj=O,and=O if j<O. 

For every sequence E= (e(l), ... , e(r)) of integers (r ::2;2), we define the polynomial 

coefficient P(E)~;P(e(1), ... , e(r)) inductively by 

(1) P(e(1), ... , e(r) = (etn)PCe(2), ... , e(r)) 

where e=:Ée(i) and we agree P(e(2))=1. It follows that P(e(1), .. ·,e(r))o~ 
i=l 

e !/fi e(i)! if e(i) 2 0 for every i, and =0 otherwise. Sin ce 
i=l 

induction on r proves easily 

LEM MA 1. P(e(1), ... , e(r)) = ;b P(e(l), ... , e(i) -1, .. · , e(r) ). 
z·=o 

As is well-knon [1], the following formula is very useful if we deal with the 

biomial coefficient mod p. 

( 2) (b) - ll (b;) mod p 
c i~l c, 
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where b= :Ê b;pi and c= iJ c;pi are the p-adic expansion of integers b and c;:~o. 
i=l i=l 

LEMMA 2. lf e(1)c=pL1 and e(2)= ··· =e(p)=pq (q::;:>:O), then P(e(1) ..... 

e(p))$0 modp. 

PROOF. From (1) it follows that 

(pq+l-1) 1>-l (pq+l ·pq) 
P(pq -1, pq, ... 'pq) = pq -1 ~JL j;z . 

However (2) implies 

and 

(1 <i<p-1). 

LEMMA. 3. For non-negative integers a, h, e(i) and h(i) let 

(3) ~ e(i)phCi) = p"a. 
i=l 

Assume that c>O if a$0 modp, and that c>afp if a=O modp. Then we can 

find integers e'(i) such that 

(4) ij e'(i)plzcn = P" 
z=l 

and 

(5) IÏ (e,U?) $0 
i=l e(z) 

modp. 

PROOF. Without loss of generality we may assume e(i)>O for every i. Let 

first h=O. It follows then that there is io such that h(i0 ) =0 and e(io) $O. Because 

otherwise :8 e(i)p"cn_o and e(i)p"W>p for every i, so that we should have 
i=l 

a- 0 and a> pc which contradicts our assumption. Take su ch an io, and put 

e'(i)~1 if i=i0 and =0 otherwise. Then obviously (4) and (5) hold, and we 
have the lemma. 

To establish the general case we proceed by induction on h. It does not 

lose the generality to assume in (3) the following : 

h(i) = 0 if 1 < i < b, and > 1 if b < i < c, 

e(i) = pq(i)+r(i) with 0 < r(i) <P if 1 < i S: a, 

= pq(i) if a< i < b, 

where 1 <a< b < c. Sin ce ;.8 r(i) is a multiple of p, it follows that there are 
z=l 

integers t(i) > 0 su ch that 

p ( '!..J t(i)) = i.J r(i) , t(i) < r(i) for 1 < i < a . 
i=l i=l 
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Dividing (3) by p we obtain 
a b c 

6 t(i)p-l- 6 q(i)P-l- 2:] e(i)phCiH = p"-'a. 
g=l z""-=l i=b--t 1 

Applying to this the hypothesis of induction, we can find t'(i), q'(i) and e'(i) 

such that 

(6) ij t'(i)p+ fj q'(i)p+ fj e'(i)phCil-t = pk-1 
i=l i=l z=H- 1 

and 

( 7) lib (q(i) ) + 0 Ile (e(i) ) + 0 
;~1 q'(i) =r= ' t~b+l e'(i) =r= ' t (t~i?) $0. 

;~1 t (z) 

The last implies t'(i)~t(i) for 1 <i~a, hence 

PC f: t'Ci)) <pC f: tCi)) = fj r(i). 
i=l z=1 i=l 

Therefore it follows that there are p'(i) such that 

PC ij t'Ca)) = f: r'(i), r'(i) ~r(i) for l:;S;i~a. 
i=l z"=l 

Sin ce 0 < r(i) <P. we have that 

C8) (~~f))$0 for 1~i~a. 
Multiplying C6) by p we have 

Putting 

we obtain 

and 

a 11 c 
6 r'(i)P+ 6 q'(i)p1+ 2J e'(i)phCil =ph. 
i=l i=1 i=b+l 

e'(i) = pq'Ci) + r'(i) 

= pq'(i) 

h c 

if 1~i:;S;a, 

if a<i<b, 

:8 e'Ci)p+ 6 e'(i)phCil = P", 
i=l i=b·+l 

(e(i)) _ (q(i) )(rCiJ) 
e' (i) = q' Ci) r' (i) 

= (qCi)) - q'(i) 

if 1~i~a, 

if a<i~b. 

(see C2)) This, together with (7) and (8), proves (5). Now the inductive step 

is complete, and we end the proof. 

LEMMA 4. Let non-negative integers h, h(i) and e(i) satisfy an equation 

(9) f: e(i)phCil =ph. 
i=l 

Then if c;?:2 there exists a sequence (E,, E2, ···, Ec) such that 

f: e(i, k)phcil = ph-1 
t"=l 

for 1 <k~p, 

" II P(E;) $0 
i=l 

modp 
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where E;= (e(i, 1), ···, e(i,p)) E n~(e(i)) for 1-:;i ~c. 

PROOF. Since c>PIP,=1, the above Lemma 4 implies the existence of integers 

e(i, 1) such that 

t e(i, 1)phco = ph-1' IÏ ( eÇi) ) $ 0. 
î~l i~l e(z, 1) 

Subtracting (10) 1 from (9), we have 

~ (e(i)-e(i, 1))phCi) = pk-l(p-1). 
i=l 

Sin ce P-1 $0 and e(i) -e(i, 1)::?: 0, the application of Lemma 3 to (9\ implies 

the existence of integers e(i, 2) such that 

i.J e(i, 2)phCi) = ph-1, ii (e(i) --;e(i, 1)) $ 0 . 
i~l i~l e(z, 2) 

Substract (10) 1 from (9)1 , and apply Lemma 4 to the result. Continuing this 

process we can find integers e(i, k) such that 

(10) iJ e(i, k)phCi) = pk-1, 
i=l 

IÏ (e(i) -e(i, 1) -. ··· -e(i, k-1)) $ 0 
i~l e(z,k) for 1<k<p. 

In particular e(i,P)=e(i)-e(i, 1)- ··· -e(i,p-1). Now the desired lemma is 

readily obtained if we take into consideration the following facts whose proofs 

are easy: 

P(e(i, 1), ... ' e(i, p)) -= ~1 ( e(i) -e(i, 1)e(i,"k)- e(i, k-1)) 
P(e(1), ···, e(p)) = ( P:)P(e(2), ···, e(p)) 

if e(1)= ··· =e(p)=e. 

LEMMA 5. Let m, e(i), h(i) be non-negative integers satisfying an equation 

(11) i.J e(i)phCi) = m, 
i=l 

h h 

and m= 2.1 a(r)pr be the p-adic expansion of m. Put a~~ a(r) and assume a>2. 
Y=O Y=O 

Then there exists a sequence (E1 , E2 , ···, Ec) satisfying 

iJ e(i, j)phCi) = pr 
i=l 

for a(O)+ ··· +a(r-1)<j-:;a(0)+ ··· +a(r) and O<r<h, and 

fr P(E;) dr 0 mod p, 
i=l 

where E;=(e(i,1), ···,e(i,a))Ena(e(i)) for 1<isc. 

PROOF. We do this by induction on a. Let a(O) = ··· = a(q-1) = 0 and 

a(q)=[=O. Then m/Pq=(a(q)p0 + ··· +a(h)ph-q) $0, so that Lemma 3 applied to 

(11) implies the existence of integers e(i, 1) such that 
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(12) i1 e(i, l)phci) = pq' if ( eÇi) ) $ 0. 
;~l ;~1 e(z, 1) 

Subtracting (12) from (11) we obtain 

c h-q 
2,J (e(i)-e(i, 1))phCi) = (a(q)-1)Pq+ Lj a(q+i)pq+;. 
t=l 1 =1 

k-Q 

Since (a(q)-1)+ Lj a(q+i)=a-1, we can find by the hypothesis of induction a 
t=l 

sequence CEL ···, E~) such that 

(13) t; e(i, j)pkCi) 
z=l 

c .. pq if 2<j<a(q), 

=Pr if a(q)+ .. ·+a(r-1)sj~a(q)+ .. ·+a(r) and q<r<h, 

and 

fr PCED $0, 
t=l 

where Ei =· (e(i, 2), · .. , e(i, a)) E rca-1(e(i) -e(i, 1)) for 1.:;::: i < c. Put E; = (e(i, 1), 

... ,e(i,a)), thenii[P(E;)=i~(ecti))PCED$0 by (2). Thus (12) and (13) 

prove the !emma. 
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